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Abstract. We revise barium abundances in 29 cool stars with
metallicities [Fe/H] ranging from−2.20 to 0.07 and europium
abundances in 15 stars with [Fe/H] from−1.52 to 0.07. The
sample has been extracted from Fuhrmann’s lists (1998, 2000)
and confined to main-sequence and turnoff stars with only one
subgiant added. The results are based on differential NLTE
model atmosphere analyses of spectra that have a typical S/N
of 200 and a resolution of 40000 or 60000. The statistical equi-
librium of EuII is first investigated with a model atom con-
taining 32 levels of EuII plus the ground state of EuIII . NLTE
effects decrease the equivalent widths of the EuII lines com-
pared with LTE resulting in positive NLTE abundance correc-
tions which are below 0.08 dex for all the stars investigated.
The solar barium abundancelog εBa,� = 2.21 and the eu-
ropium abundancelog εEu,� = 0.53 are found from the BaII
and EuII solar flux line profile fitting, and they coincide within
error bars with meteoritic abundances of Grevesse et al. (1996).
Here the usual scale withlog εH = 12 is used. The isotopic ra-
tio 151Eu : 153Eu = 55 : 45 is obtained from solar disk center
intensity profile fitting of the EuII λ4129Å line. We report
here for the first time that the elemental ratios [Ba/Fe], [Eu/Fe]
and [Eu/Ba] show a different behaviour for stars of different
Galactic populations. For the halo stars the [Ba/Fe] ratios are
approximately solar, europium is overabundant relative to iron
and barium with the mean values [Eu/Fe] = 0.62 and [Eu/Ba]
= 0.64. For thick disk stars it is found that a) barium is slightly
underabundant relative to iron by about 0.1 dex; b) europium
is overabundant relative to iron with the [Eu/Fe] ratios between
0.30 and 0.44; and c) europium is overabundant relative to bar-
ium with a mean value of [Eu/Ba] = 0.49± 0.03. A step-like
change in the [Eu/Ba] and [Ba/Fe] ratios occurs at the thick to
thin disk transition; so, nearly solar elemental ratios [Ba/Fe],
[Eu/Fe] and [Eu/Ba] are found for the thin disk stars. These
data suggest that a) the halo and thick disk stellar population
formed quickly during an interval comparable with the evo-
lution time of an AGB progenitor of 3 to 4M�, and the r-
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process dominated heavy element production at that epoch; b)
there was a hiatus in star formation before the early stage of
the thin disk developed. The even-to-odd Ba isotope ratios es-
timated from hyperfine structure (HFS) affecting the BaII res-
onance line in the halo and thick disk stars favour a significant
contribution of138Ba to barium for a pure r-process, and this
is supported by the recent data of Arlandini et al. (1999).

Key words: Line: formation - Nuclear reactions, nucleosynthe-
sis, abundances - Sun: abundances - Stars: abundances - Stars:
late-type - Galaxy: evolution

1. Introduction

Formation of elements withZ > 26 is commonly believed to
result from stellar nucleosynthesis, and to explain the presence
of heavy elements in the oldest stars of the Galaxy the idea
is suggested that the first stellar generation consisted mostly
of high-mass stars. At the end of their short evolution massive
stars exploded as type II supernovae (SNII) and enriched the
Galactic interstellar gas. Overabundances ofα-elements rela-
tive to iron observed in old stars argue in favour of this model
(see the review of McWilliam 1997). Another argument can be
obtained from observations of the heavy elements beyond the
iron group. Abundances of these elements in the solar system
have contributions in differing proportions from two main pro-
cesses, the s- and r-process of neutron capture. As supported
by many observational and theoretical results (Travaglio et al.
1999, and references therein) s-nuclei are mainly synthesized
during the thermally pulsing asymptotic giant branch phase of
low-mass stars (2 - 4 M�). The r-process is associated with ex-
plosive conditions in SNeII (Freiburghaus et al. 1999, and ref-
erences therein). If at early times only high-mass stars existed,
heavy elements must have been produced by the r-process, and
elemental abundances observed in old stars should correspond
to the r-process element pattern. The europium to barium abun-
dance ratio is particularly sensitive to whether nucleosynthesis
of the heavy elements occured by the s- or r-process. For the so-
lar system matterlog εEu,� − log εBa,� = −1.67 (Grevesse et
al. 1996). The contributions of the s- and r-process to the solar
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Ba abundance consist of 88% and 12%, respectively,according
to Cameron (1982), 87% and 13%according to Käppeler et al.
(1989), and 81% and 19%according to the most recent data of
Arlandini et al. (1999). The solar europium mostly originated
from the r-process: 91% according to Cameron (1982) and Wis-
shak et al. (1996). Thus we can compute the solar abundance
ratio of Eu to Ba contributed by the r-process, (Eu/Ba)r. Rela-
tive to the total abundances the fractionlog{(Eu/Ba)r/(Eu/Ba)}
ranges from 0.70 (Arlandini et al. 1999) to 0.89 (Cameron
1982).

Truran (1981) first proposed that the heavy elements in the
halo stars are of the r-process origin. Much observational ef-
forts were invested in testing this idea. For extremely metal-
poor stars with metallicities [Fe/H]≤ −2.4 McWilliam (1998)
has derived an average [Eu/Ba] = 0.69, consistent with pure r-
process nucleosynthesis provided that the data of Arlandini et
al. (1999) are adopted. Sneden et al. (1996) have analyzed the
very metal-poor star CS22892-052 ([Fe/H] =−3.1) that reveals
a heavy element pattern identical to the r-process pattern in the
solar system. However, the recent studies of Gratton & Sneden
(1994), Francois (1996), Jehin et al. (1999), and Woolf et al.
(1995) show a gradual increase in the [Eu/Ba] ratio from 0 up
to about 0.7 with [Fe/H] decreasing from 0 to−2.

Estimating Ba and Eu abundances and their ratios in metal-
poor stars is one of the aims of this study, and we show that
there is a clear separation between stars with an overabundance
of Eu relative to Ba and stars with Eu/Ba ratios close to so-
lar. This separation is defined not so much by metallicity as by
membership in a particular stellar population of the Galaxy. All
the halo and thick disk stars of our sample with [Fe/H] from
−0.34 to −1.5 show high values of [Eu/Ba] with only small
scatter that indicates r-process dominated nucleosynthesis at
times of formation not only of the halo but also of the thick
disk stellar population.

The fraction of the s- and r-process in producing heavy el-
ements can be evaluated by another method, from an analysis
of the hyperfine structure (HFS) affecting the BaII λ4554 line.
The idea is based on the fact that the larger the r-process con-
tribution is, the larger the fraction of odd isotopes must be, and
the greater the HFS broadening of this line. For the extremely
metal-poor star HD 140283 Magain & Zhao (1993) and Mag-
ain (1995) have found from a measurement of the broadening
of this line an isotopic composition close to solar. In our pre-
vious paper (Mashonkina et al. 1999, thereafter Paper I) we
suggested a different method based on an estimation of the Ba
abundance from the subordinate lines that are free of HFS ef-
fects. Simultaneously, we were able to evaluate the even-to-odd
Ba isotope ratio from measuring the total energy absorbed in
the resonance line. From analyses of the halo stars with [Fe/H]
= −1.5 and −2.2 we have concluded that these stars were
formed from matter with barium produced by both s- and r-
processes at an r/s-process ratio close to solar. So, conclusions
drawn from analysis of the BaII resonance line seem to con-
tradict the above mentioned results derived from the [Eu/Ba]
ratios. However it is important to note that from a study of HFS
affecting the BaII λ4554 line we obtain the ratio of odd to even

Ba isotopes and then deduce the r/s-process ratio on the base of
given r- and s-process contributions to each isotope. Magain
& Zhao (1993), Magain (1995) and Paper I results are based
on the data of Cameron (1982) who gives the ratio of even to
odd Ba isotopes138Ba : (135Ba + 137Ba) = 28 : 72 for a pure
r-process. As135Ba and137Ba, responsible for HFS compo-
nents, contain a majority of barium the BaII λ4554 line is sig-
nificantly strengthened compared with the case of solar even-
to-odd isotopic ratio 82 : 18. In Paper I we showed this differ-
ence can be easily detected if it exists: for example, for the star
BD 66◦268 with [Fe/H] =−2.2 it consists of 0.2 dex in terms of
abundances. However at Ba abundances derived from the BaII

subordinate lines we could not find a marked strengthening of
the BaII resonance line in spectra of both normal metallicity
and metal-poor stars. Wisshak et al. (1996) note that the ratio
138Ba : (135Ba + 137Ba) for pure r-process is very difficult to
determine, as the r-process abundance of138Ba is very small
and calculated as the difference of solar and s-process abun-
dances. This is the difference of two large numbers and cor-
respondingly has a very large uncertainty. They give the138Ba
isotope abundance for a pure r-process as 28% with uncertainty
up to 110%. The most recent measurements of Arlandini et al.
(1999) have improved this value and increased it up to 54%.

This study is aimed to derive odd-to-even Ba isotope ratios
for the stars revealing an overabundance of Eu relative to Ba
and estimate an acceptable range of the r/s-process ratio using
the data of Arlandini et al. (1999).

Our sample includes 29 stars from Fuhrmann’s (1998,
2000) lists with effective temperaturesTeff from 5110K to
6500K, surface gravitieslog g from 4.0 to 4.66 except for
HD 45282 withlog g = 3.12 and HD 117176 withlog g = 3.83,
and metallicities [Fe/H] between 0.07 and−2.20. Only main
sequence stars (MS) or stars close to the MS are selected to
make sure that atmospheric abundances reflect the real chem-
ical composition of interstellar matter out of which the star
was formed and to reduce methodical errors connected with the
determination of fundamental parameters and modeling of gi-
ant stellar atmospheres. Stellar parametersTeff , log g, [Fe/H]
and microturbulenceVmic carefully estimated by Fuhrmann
(1998, 2000) are believed to be of highaccuracy. As in Paper I
elemental abundances are derived from line profile fitting and
not from equivalent widthsWλ. A differential analysis with re-
spect to the Sun is used which means that oscillator strengths
fij and van der Waals damping constantsC6 were determined
in advance from solar line profile fitting. Non-local thermo-
dynamical equilibrium (NLTE) line formation is considered to
obtain theoretical BaII and EuII line profiles. The method of
NLTE calculations for BaII was developed earlier (Paper I).
The statistical equilibrium of EuII is studied for the first time.

Use of high-resolution spectra (R = 40000 and 60000),
reliable stellar parameters and line formation astrophysics has
made it possible to improve stellar Ba and Eu abundances and
to detect the important trends in the behaviour of elemental ra-
tios [Ba/Fe], [Eu/Fe] and [Ba/Eu].

This paper is organized as follows. Observations and stel-
lar parameters are shortly described in Sect. 2. The EuII model
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atom and NLTE effects for EuII are presented in Sect. 3. In
the next section solar BaII and EuII line profiles are fitted to
improve empirically their atomic parameters and to deduce so-
lar Ba and Eu abundances and151Eu : 153Eu isotopic ratio. In
Sect. 5 we present and discuss the results obtained, stellar Ba
and Eu abundances and their ratios and estimates of the odd to
even Ba isotope ratios. Final conclusions are given in Sect. 6.

2. Observations and stellar parameters

Our results are based on spectra observed by Klaus Fuhrmann,
Michael Pfeiffer and Andreas Korn using the fiber optics
Cassegrain ´echelle spectrograph FOCES fed by the 2.2m tele-
scope at the Calar Alto observatory during 4 observing runs in
September 1995, May 1997, December1998 - January 1999
and in June 1999. The data cover an approximate spectral
range of 4000 - 7000̊A. The 1995 spectra were exposed to a
1024×1024 24µ CCD, and the resolving power was∼ 40000.
Starting from May 1997 a2048×2048 15µ CCD was employed
at λ/∆λ ∼60000. Almost all the stars were observed at least
twice with the signal-to-noise ratio of about 200 (Fuhrmann
1998, 2000) in the spectral rangeλ ≥ 4550 Åand with less
S/N (∼ 50) in the range where the EuII resonance lineλ4129
is located. Our sample of 9 stars from Paper I with metallic-
ities [Fe/H] mostly lower than−1 was extended in this study
by including 3 halo stars and 17 stars with [Fe/H] between 0
and−1. Ba abundances obtained in Paper I are revised using
the advanced NLTE method (Sect. 4.1) and the stellar param-
eters adopted in this work. Stellar parameters taken in Paper I
differ from those used in this study by 150K forTeff and by
0.1 dex forlog g at maximum. In fact, it has negligible effect
on elemental ratios [BaII /FeII ], however, we prefer to use for
all the stars of our sample parameters determined by the same
methods. Table 1 lists the stars selected.

We use spectra reduced according to the description given
in Pfeiffer et al. (1998). The instrumental profile is found from
comparison of FOCES Moon spectra with the Kitt Peak So-
lar Flux Atlas (Kurucz et al. 1984). A Gaussian of4.6 ± 0.2
km s−1provides the best fit to the September 1995 spectra
(Fuhrmann et al. 1997), and 3.2 km s−1, 3.6 km s−1and 4.9
km s−1are appropriate for the May 1997, December1998 -
January 1999 and June 1999 observations correspondingly
(Fuhrmann 1998, 2000).

For most of the stars stellar parameters determined spec-
troscopically are taken from the careful analyses of Fuhrmann
(1998, 2000). Effective temperatures have been deduced from
Balmer line profile fitting and surface gravitieslog g from line
wings of the Mg Ib triplet. Metallicities [Fe/H] and microtur-
bulence valuesVmic have been derived from the FeII line pro-
file fitting. For three stars the stellar parameters have been esti-
mated by Frank Grupp (1997: BD 66◦268 and BD 29◦366) and
Andreas Korn (1999: BD 34◦2476) using the same methods.
All the parameters are given in Table 1. The identification of
stellar population for all stars of our sample is from Fuhrmann
(1998, 2000), based on the star’s kinematics,α-element en-

Table 1.Stellar parameters of the selected sample. Most of the entries
are self-explanatory. In column 8 the notations refer to the thin disk,
thick disk and halo stars, respectively.Vmic is given in km s−1

HD/BD Teff log g [Fe/H] Vmic [Ba/Fe] [Eu/Fe] Note
[K]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
400 6150 4.06 –0.25 1.3 0.02 0.12 thin

6582 5390 4.45 –0.83 0.9 –0.10: 0.33: thick
9407 5660 4.42 0.03 0.9 –0.09 – thin

19445 6020 4.38 –1.95 1.4 –0.08 – halo
22879 5870 4.27 –0.86 1.2 –0.03 – thick
30649 5820 4.28 –0.47 1.2 –0.10 0.40 thick
43042 6440 4.23 0.04 1.5 –0.01 – thin
45282 5280 3.12 –1.52 1.4 –0.04 0.62 halo
52711 5890 4.31 –0.16 1.0 0.01 – thin
61421 6500 4.04 0.00 1.9 –0.14 0.02 thin
62301 5940 4.06 –0.69 1.3 –0.05 – thick
69611 5820 4.18 –0.60 1.2 –0.09 0.38 thick
84937 6350 4.03 –2.07 1.7 0.01 – halo

102158 5760 4.24 –0.46 1.1 –0.13 0.39 thick
103095 5110 4.66 –1.35 0.8 0.04 – halo
114762 5930 4.11 –0.71 1.2 –0.12 – thick
117176 5480 3.83 –0.11 1.0 –0.06 – thin
157214 5735 4.24 –0.34 1.0 –0.13 0.30 thick
184499 5830 4.13 –0.51 1.2 –0.16 0.34 thick
186408 5800 4.26 0.06 1.0 –0.03 – thin
187691 6090 4.07 0.07 1.4 –0.09 -0.01 thin
194598 6060 4.27 –1.12 1.4 0.00: 0.61: halo
201891 5940 4.24 –1.05 1.2 –0.07: 0.41 thick
204155 5830 4.12 –0.63 1.2 –0.18 0.33: thick
221830 5750 4.19 –0.36 1.2 –0.04 0.44 thick
2◦3375 6140 4.31 –2.15 1.4 –0.13 – halo
29◦366 5740 4.60 –0.93 1.3 –0.08 0.43 ?

34◦2476 6330 4.03 –1.96 1.8 0.09 – halo
66◦268 5340 4.60 –2.20 0.9 0.07 – halo

hancement and age, and we give this important information for
our study in Table 1, too.

Fuhrmann (1998) estimates a typical uncertainty∆Teff =
80K which translates to an abundance error up to 0.05 dex for
elemental abundances deduced from spectral lines of the domi-
nant ionization stages such as BaII , EuII , FeII . From a compar-
ison with the accurate HIPPARCOSdistances Fuhrmann (1998)
finds that his spectroscopic distance scale is only slightly
higher, by 3.4% on average, and the statisticalrms error is
5%. The systematic deviation of 3.4% translates to a∆ log g
of only 0.03 dex and to a∆ log ε of about 0.01 dex in the
cases of BaII , EuII and FeII . Fuhrmann (1998) estimates care-
fully the precision inlog g of ∼ 0.1 dex which propagates into
0.04 dex in abundances. However, elemental ratios [BaII /FeII ],
[Eu II /FeII ] and [EuII /BaII ] are expected to be much less af-
fected by possible errors ofTeff andlog g. And an uncertainty
of Vmic turns out to have the largest effect on the abundance
ratios [BaII /FeII ] and [EuII /BaII ]. Only relatively weak FeII
lines were selected by Fuhrmann (1998, 2000) to derive stellar
iron abundances. Eu abundances are found in this study from
the EuII λ4129 and λ6645 lines with equivalent widths be-
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low 55 mÅ and 6 mÅ. Thus, an uncertainty ofVmic = 0.2
km s−1 given by Fuhrmann (1998) has negligible effect (up to
0.005 dex) on [Fe/H] and [Eu/H]. In the case of barium we
are forced to use the BaII lines lying on the flat part of the
curve of growth. For the stars with [Fe/H]> −0.7 Vmic = 0.2
km s−1 propagates into∆ log εBa ' 0.1 dex even when using
the weakest subordinate line BaII λ5853. For the most metal-
poor stars of our sample where the resonance BaII λ4554 line
is used,Vmic = 0.2 km s−1gives∆ log εBa = 0.12 dex.

In total, uncertainties of stellar parameters cause abundance
errors up to∆ log εBa = 0.11 dex and∆ log εEu = 0.05 dex
for the stars with [Fe/H]≥ −0.5, up to∆ log εBa = 0.08 dex
and∆ log εEu = 0.06 dex in the range of metallicities between
−0.5 and−1.5 and for the most metal-poor stars Ba abun-
dance error can reach to 0.14 dex. Errors of elemental ratios
are smaller and can be obtained from the values given.

Our analyses are all based on the same type of model,
irrespective of temperature, gravity or metal abundance. We
used line-blanketed LTE model atmospheres generated and dis-
cussed by Fuhrmann et al. (1997).

3. NLTE calculations for Eu II

3.1. Model atom

NLTE calculations for EuII were performed for the first time
by one of us (Mashonkina 2000). We use the same method with
some modifications concerning collisional rate computations.
We describe briefly the new results.

The EuII model atom has a complex term structure includ-
ing nonet, septet, quintet levels etc. Laboratory measurements
(Martin et al. 1978) give 88 energy levels for 25 nonet and
septet terms of the4f7 nl and 4f65d nl′ electronic config-
uration. For another 83 energy levels with energy excitation
above 4 eV only the total angular momentum and the parity are
known. We include into the EuII model atom all the measured
nonet and septet terms and radiatively couple to them the lev-
els of unknown configurations. For NLTE calculations only the
level energy and oscillator strengthsfij of transitions connect-
ing that level with others are important. So, assuming that the
measured energy levels of unknown configurations belong to
nonet or septet terms we have composed 6 septet terms and 5
nonet terms. They are marked by ”?” in Fig. 1. Remaining lev-
els of unknown configurations are taken intoaccount only for
number conservation. Levels with the small energy differences
were combined into single level. The fine structure is in part
considered only for the5d 9D◦ and6p 9P terms that concern
the transitions of our special interest:6s 9S◦

4 − 6p 9P4 form-
ing the EuII resonance lineλ4129 Å and5d 9D◦

6 − 6p 9P5 for
λ6645 Å. Thus, 32 bound levels of EuII and the ground state
of EuIII are included into the model atom. The corresponding
Grotrian diagram is shown in Fig. 1. In Table 2 for every term
the energy levels combined and the average ionization frequen-
cies, νion, are given. Photoionization of the4f65d nl′ levels
connects to the excited EuIII 4f65d levels. Five octet and 5
sextet EuIII 4f65d terms with excitation energies from mea-
surements of Martin et al. (1978) were combined into 3 energy

Fig. 1. The EuII model atom. The linearized transitions are shown as
solid lines

levels which are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium relative
to the EuIII ground state. That is why in Table 2 three values of
νion are given for every nl′ level. Photoionization of the levels
indicated by ”?” is considered similarly to the nl′ levels.

The adopted model atom looks incomplete. Missing all
quintet, triplet and singlet levels and highly excited nonet and
septet levels that have to provide close collisional coupling to
the continuum electron reservoir can cast some doubt upon our
results. Let us consider this point and start from highly excited
levels. In atmospheres of F - G stars EuIII contains a minor
fraction of the element; for the Sunlogn(Eu ii)/n(Eu iii) =
1.5 in deep layers nearlog τ5000 = 0, and it grows up to 3.5 in
upper atmospheric layers. It means that no processes coupling
the EuII levels to EuIII can significantly affect populations of
the low-excitation EuII terms that contain the major population
fraction of the element. And NLTE effects are expected mainly
due to radiative bound - bound (b-b) transitions between levels
of low excitation. To prove this statement by numerical cal-
culations we have considered an extended EuII model atom.
Based on the fact that the EuII and BaII atoms have similar
term structure, and that the EuII and BaII level energies reveal
similar regularities in the behaviour of ionization energy with
principal quantum number, we have computed energies of the
EuII 4f7 nl levels for n = 7 - 10 and l = 0 - 3. In total, we have
introduced into the model atom 28 ”fake” terms with excitation
energies up to 10.5 eV. For transitions including ”fake” levels
fij were adopted by analogy with BaII , too. As expected, the
calculations performed with the extended and original model
atom show no difference for populations of the important en-
ergy levels and intensities of the spectral lines of interest.

Quintets, triplets and singulets do not show up in the labo-
ratory spectrum of EuII , and this lends support to the assump-
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tion that coupling of missing levels to measured ones is weak,
and that such levels can be neglected in statistical equilibrium
of EuII . Their contribution to the EuII partition function was
estimated by Butler (1999) on the base of own computations;
in a case of solar-type stars it consists of about 6%. If we ne-
glect missing levels we overestimate populations of the levels
included and underestimate Eu abundances deduced from the
EuII lines by about 0.02 - 0.03 dex.

Oscillator strengths are available for all the transitions from
the ground state and low excited levels 6s, 5d and 6p to upper
levels. The data of Komarovskii (1991) are preferred and, if
they are absent,fij from the compilation of Kurucz (1994) are
taken. Missingfij have been treated as follows: for transitions
between double excited levels4f65d nl - 4f65d nl′ we adopt
fij -values of the corresponding4f7 nl - 4f7 nl′ transitions; for
transitions from (or to) ”?” levelsfij = 0.001 is set.

The photoionization cross-sections for the6p 7P and6p 9P
levels have been calculated by the quantum defect method us-
ing Peach’s (1967) tables. For the remaining levels hydrogenic
cross-sections are computed.

For electron impact excitation we use the formula of van
Regemorter (1962) for allowed transitions and that of Allen
(1973) for forbidden ones. The exception is the forbidden
transitions from6s 9S◦, 6s 7S◦ to 5d 9D◦, 5d 7D◦. Population
of the metastable levels depends strongly on collisional cou-
pling to the ground state. Having analysed the results of many
test calculations we have adopted finally the formula of van
Regemorter for computing collisional rates in6s 9S◦, 6s 7S◦ -
5d 9D◦, 5d 7D◦ transitions andfij have been set at one tenth
the values for the allowed transitions6s 9S◦, 6s 7S◦ - 6p 9P,
6p 7P. Electron impact ionization cross-sections are computed
according to Drawin (1961). For hydrogen collisions, we use
the formula of Steenbock & Holweger (1984). Since this for-
mula provides only an order of magnitude estimate, the cross-
sections were multiplied by appropriate scaling factors in order
to produce the best fit to the solar EuII level populations and
line profiles.

3.2. Statistical equilibrium calculations and NLTE effects

The EuII statistical equilibrium is calculated using the code
NONLTE3 (Sakhibullin 1983) which is based on the complete
linearization method as described by Auer & Heasley (1976).
The advanced method of calculations has been described in de-
tail in Paper I.

Similarly to BaII , at Teff and log g close to solar values
the statistical equilibrium of EuII is strongly affected by radia-
tive processes in b-b transitions. However, in contrast to BaII ,
NLTE leads to a weakening of the EuII lines compared with the
LTE case. We consider the mechanisms and the physics behind
this for the Sun. For other stars of our sample NLTE effects for
EuII are qualitatively the same. In Fig. 2 the departure coeffi-
cients,bi = nNLTE

i /nLTE
i as a function of continuum optical

depthτ5000 refering toλ = 5000Å are shown for the lowest
8 levels necessary for subsequent line profile synthesis and for
understanding the NLTE mechanisms. Here,nNLTE

i andnLTE
i

Table 2.EuII model atom

No. Term J νion No. Term J νion

1015Hz 1015Hz

1 6s 9S◦ 4 2.71807 19 5d′ 9D 6 2.44105
2 6s 7S◦ 3 2.66803 2.48647
3 5d 9D◦ 2-4 2.41510 2.56623
4 5d 9D◦ 5,6 2.39172 20 5d′ 7D 1-5 2.36705
5 5d 7D◦ 1-5 2.20496 2.41245
6 6p 9P 3,4 1.99884 2.49221
7 6p 9P 5 1.93343 21 ? 7P 2-4 2.35242
8 6p 7P 2-4 1.90664 2.39784
9 6s′ 9D 2-6 2.84748 2.47759

2.89289 22 7s 9S◦ 4 1.24525
2.97265 23 7s 7S◦ 3 1.22970

10 ? 7P 2-4 2.80523 24 6p′ 7F◦ 0-6 2.22109
6s′ 9P 3-5 2.85065 2.26650

2.93041 2.34626
11 ? 9P 3,4 2.76485 25 ? 9S◦ 4 2.20860

? 9P 3,4 2.81027 2.25401
2.89003 2.33377

12 6s′ 7D 1-5 2.72148 26 6d 9D◦ 2-6 1.08641
2.76689 6d 7D◦ 1-5
2.84665 27 ? 7S◦ 3 2.15535

13 5d′ 9P 3-5 2.70473 2.20077
2.75015 2.28053
2.82091 28 4f 7F 0-6 1.04102

14 ? 9F 2-6 2.69526 29 6p′ 7D◦ 1-5 2.12412
2.74068 6p′ 9D◦ 2-5 2.16954
2.82044 2.24930

15 6s′ 7P 2-4 2.66013 30 ? 7D 1-4 2.09865
5d′ 7P 2-4 2.70555 2.14407

2.78530 2.22382
16 ? 9F 1-7 2.64940 31 ? 7D 1-4 2.03856

2.69482 2.08398
2.77457 2.16374

17 ? 7F 4,6 2.59411 32 8s 9S◦ 4 0.71794
? 7F 4-6 2.63953 8s 7S◦ 3

2.71928 33 EuIII 7/2
18 5d′ 9D 2-5 2.51062

2.55604
2.63579

are the statistical equilibrium and thermal (Saha-Boltzmann)
number densities, respectively.

Due to close collisional coupling the metastable level
6s 7S◦ follows the ground state and the fine structure levels of
5d 9D◦ (numbers 3 and 4) show actually the same behaviour,
so, we will mention below only the ground state and the term
5d 9D◦. In the line formation layers, outsidelog τ5000 = 0.3 the
ground state is slightly underpopulated and the excited levels
are overpopulated. An enhanced excitation of6p 9P and6p 7P
levels is produced by the pumping transitions6s 9S◦ - 6p 9P,
6p 7P and6s 7S◦ - 6p 9P, 7P. The terms5d 9D◦ and5d 7D◦

are overpopulated relatively to the ground state by filling up
from6p 9P and6p 7P via the line transitions in the layers trans-
parent for the radiation of corresponding wavelengths, at opti-
cal depthlog τ5000 < 0.3. The excitation energies of5d 9D◦
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Fig. 2. Departure coefficientsbi for some levels of EuII in the model
atmosphere of the Sun. Numbers near curves correspond to the level
numbers in Table 2. Departure coefficients of the third and forth levels
are close together and onlyb4 is presented. Tick marks indicate the
locations of line center optical depth unity for the EuII linesλ4129Å
(1-6) andλ6645Å (4-7)

and5d 7D◦ are not so small (∼ 1.1 eV and 1.9 eV) and their
coupling to the ground state turns out weaker than a coupling to
6p levels and to each other. Roughly speaking, an electron that
got to the6p levels from the ground state has a small chance
to come back because it is easily trapped by the chain of tran-
sitions6p 9P → 5d 7D◦ → 6p 7P or in opposite direction. An
occurence of the pair of5d and the pair of6p terms strongly
coupled toeach other is a special feature of EuII in compari-
son with BaII and it favours an overpopulation of the5d and
6p terms from the ground state electron reservoir in contrary
to BaII where a chain of transitions6s → 6p → 5d → 6s
results in an underpopulation of6p (Paper I). By analogy with
BaII , the EuII levels above6p 7P are overpopulated by pump-
ing transitions arising from the6p terms. The continuum is
overpopulated, too, because of its radiative and collisional cou-
pling to the upper levels. From this behaviour of departure co-
efficients we expect that our EuII lines of interest are weak-
ened compared with the LTE case, because for both of them
bu/bl > 1 is valid in line formation layers resulting in a source
functionSlu greater thanBν(Te). An underpopulation of the
ground state is added to weaken the resonance lineλ4129.
For the subordinate lineλ6645 an enhanced excitation of the
lower level (number 4 in Fig. 2) competes with the first factor,
Slu > Bν(Te), resulting in small NLTE effects for this line.

We summarize, departures from LTE for the EuII lines are
not very large. NLTE abundance corrections turn out to be less
than 0.1 dex for all the stars investigated. However, NLTE ef-
fects for the BaII and EuII lines are of opposite sign, and they
are therefore important for a comparison of barium and eu-
ropium abundances deduced from these lines.

Table 3.Atomic data for the BaII and EuII lines. Most of the entries
are self-explanatory;fij of the HFS components correspond to iso-
topic abundances of solar system matter for Ba and151Eu : 153Eu =
55 : 45 for Eu; in the column ”isotope” we give the mass numbers of
the isotopes responsible for the component; the collisional damping
constantslog C6 from solar line profile fitting are indicated

λ [Å] HFS log C6

transition ∆λ fij isotope
[mÅ]

BaII 4554.03 0 0.597 138, 136, 134 –31.65
6s 2S1/2 - 6p 2P◦

3/2 18 0.081 137, 135
–34 0.049 137, 135

BaII 5853.70 – 0.025 –30.60
5d 2D3/2 - 6p 2P◦

3/2

BaII 6496.90 0 0.086 138, 136, 134 –31.30
5d 2D3/2 - 6p 2P◦

1/2 –4 0.012 137, 135
9 0.007 137, 135

EuII 4129.70 –97 0.007 151 –32.082
6s 9S◦

4 - 6p 9P4 –78 0.010 151
–52 0.013 151
–17 0.022 151, 153
–9 0.008 153
0 0.011 153

14 0.014 153
24 0.020 151
34 0.016 153
58 0.019 153
74 0.024 151

EuII 6645.10 –41 0.029 151, 153 –32.495
5d 9D◦

6 - 6p 9P5 –29 0.014 153
–18 0.023 151, 153
–10 0.011 153
–3 0.008 153
3 0.015 151, 153

11 0.001 151
23 0.009 151
38 0.007 151
50 0.005 151

3.3. Line profile calculations

Two EuII lines relatively free of blends are used in Eu abun-
dance estimations. Their atomic data are given in Table 3.

Radiative damping constants are computed explicitly:
γR =

∑
i<u Aui. Van der Waals damping constantsC6 are

evaluated from the classical Uns¨old (1955) formula, and the
quadratic Stark effect is roughly estimated from the formula
γ4 = Ne10−8n5

eff whereneff is the effective quantum num-

ber. Both EuII lines are relatively weak (Wλ < 60 mÅ) in the
stars investigated and onlyλ4129 is slightly affected by colli-
sional damping.

EuII lines are strongly affected by hyperfine structure and
isotopic shifts. Europium is represented by two odd isotopes
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with nearly equal contributions: for solar system matter their
ratio151Eu : 153Eu = 47.8 : 52.2 according to Cameron (1982).
Each isotope has hyperfine splitting of their levels. Laboratory
data on HFS of the EuII levels and isotopic shifts have been
published by Krebs & Winkler (1960). The recent high resolu-
tion laser measurements of Brostr¨om et al. (1995) and Becker
et al. (1993) for the EuII resonance transition give results co-
inciding within error bars with the earlier data. The hyperfine
splittings in the lower states,6s 9S◦ and5d 9D◦, are consid-
erable larger than in upper ones. Then, transitions between a
lower hyperfine level with total angular momentum F and up-
per levels with F-1, F, F+1 give three HFS components at rather
closely spaced wavelengths (∆λ < 2mÅ) and with intensities
differing by much more than 10 times. In the present investiga-
tion the intensities of these three components are added. So, for
each isotope the HFS is considered to consist of 6 main com-
ponents which represent transitions from 6 hyperfine levels in
the lower states. The intensity ratio between the main compo-
nents is directly proportional to (2F + 1) of lower levels, and
the oscillator strength ofeach component is calculatedaccord-
ing to its relative intensity and isotopic abundance. We show in
the next section that the solar EuII λ4129 line profile is best fit-
ted with an isotopic ratio151Eu : 153Eu = 55 : 45, and this ratio
was used to obtainfij of the EuII line components. Taking into
account isotopic shift and superposition of some components
both EuII isotopes give 11 HFS components for the resonance
line separated by 171 m̊A at maximum, and 10 HFS compo-
nents for the subordinate line with 91 mÅ wide patterns (Table
3). Finally, we have adopted the component shifts obtained by
Broström et al. (1995) for EuII λ4129 and the values given by
Biehl (1976) on the base of Krebs & Winkler (1960) data for
EuII λ6645.

The synthetic line profiles are computed using the departure
coefficientsbi of the EuII levels from the code NONLTE3 and
the LTE assumption for other atoms. The line list is extracted
from Kurucz’ (1994) compilation, and it includes all the atomic
and molecular lines.

4. Solar BaII and Eu II lines

The Sun is chosen as reference star with an observed spectrum
of high quality and relatively well-known stellar parameters.
These data are used to improve two kinds of atomic data im-
portant for subsequent analyses of the metal-poor stars. These
are the efficiency of hydrogen collisions in the BaII and EuII

statistical equilibrium and van der Waals damping constants,
C6.

We use solar flux observations taken from the Kitt Peak
Solar Atlas (Kurucz et al. 1984) and disk center intensity ob-
servations taken from the Preliminary Kitt Peak Solar Atlas
(Brault & Testerman 1972). Our synthetic flux profiles are con-
volved with a profile that combines rotational broadening of
1.8 km s−1and broadening by macroturbulence with a radial-
tangential profile ofVmac = 2.6 km s−1for the BaII lines
and of larger values for the weaker EuII lines: Vmac = 3.6
km s−1for λ4129 andVmac = 3.8 km s−1for λ6645. The syn-

thetic intensity profiles of the EuII lines are convolved with a
macroturbulence profile withVmac = 2.4 km s−1.

4.1. Solar Ba abundance

In Paper I we showed that NLTE profiles give a better repro-
duction of the observations than LTE ones. However, with the
NLTE method adopted for the BaII lines and solar Ba abun-
dancelog εBa,� = 2.13 from Anders& Grevesse (1989) we
could not fit the line cores; the observed profiles of the BaII

subordinate linesλ5853 andλ6496 remained deeper by 3%
of the continuum flux compared with the theoretical ones. In
this study we reinvestigate solar BaII lines. We use the NLTE
method and the atomic model described in Paper I except
for electronic collision cross-sections between the low excited
BaII terms 6s, 5d and 6p, for which we adopt the recent data by
Schöning & Butler (1998). For the important forbidden tran-
sition 6s - 5d they result in about 10 times smaller values of
the collision rates compared with the Crandall et al. (1974)
data used in Paper I. In this case collisional coupling of the
metastable level 5d to the ground state is weakened and NLTE
effects are strengthened producing increased NLTE line depths
of theλ5853 andλ6496 lines formed in the 5d - 6p transition.
This makes it possible to fit solar BaII line profiles (Fig.3). In
this study we neglect inelastic hydrogen collisions in statisti-
cal equilibrium of BaII based on our subsequent analyses of
metal-poor stars (Sect.5.1). As it was discussed in Paper I solar
BaII lines are nearly insensitive to this factor.

Atomic data of the BaII lines are given in Table 3. They
are the same as in Paper I except for collisional damping con-
stantsC6 that have been revised. As discussed in Paper I the
3-component model represents quite well the HFS components
of the BaII λ4554 line. Oscillator strengths of these compo-
nents correspond to Ba isotope abundances of solar system
matter from Cameron (1982), where (134Ba+136Ba+138Ba) :
(135Ba+137Ba) = 82 : 18. A depth-independent microturbu-
lence of 0.8 km s−1is derived fromλ4554 andλ6496, and 0.75
km s−1from λ5853. A solar Ba abundancelog εBa = 2.21 is
obtained in this study, and this coincides with the meteoritic Ba
abundancelog εBa = 2.22± 0.02 from Grevesse et al. (1996).
We emphasize that withlog εBa = 2.13, cited by Grevesse et
al. 1996) as solarphotosphericBa abundance, the solar BaII

line profiles can not be reproduced.

It can be seen from Fig.3 that fits to the subordinate lines
are quite good, whereas for the resonance line the synthesized
NLTE line core is still deeper than observed by about 2% of
the continuum flux. To match the halfwidth of this line we
are forced to increaseVmac to 3 km s−1compared with the
2.6 km s−1required to adjust the subordinate lines. As we dis-
cussed in Paper I the BaII resonance line is formed in the
uppermost atmospheric layers for normal metallicity F - G
dwarfs, and it is most probably influenced by a non-thermal
and depth-dependent chromospheric velocity field that is not
part of our solar model (the chromospheric temperature rise is
expected to be less important because BaII is the dominant ion-
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Fig. 3.Synthetic NLTE (continuous line) flux profiles of the BaII lines
compared with the observed spectrum of the Kurucz et al. (1984) so-
lar flux atlas (bold dots). For the BaII λ6496 the LTE profile (dotted
line) is given too for comparison. See text for discussion of the fitting
parameters

ization stage). So, for the stars mentioned, it would be better to
exclude the BaII λ4554 from Ba abundance determinations.

4.2. Solar151Eu : 153Eu ratio and europium abundance

Only two EuII lines are relatively free of blending effects. The
resonance lineλ4129.7 is located in the far wing of the hydro-
gen lineHδ. In the solar spectrumHδ contributes about 1% to
the intensity atλ = 4129.7 Å. More important blending effects
are due to the molecular line CNλ4129.595 and atomic lines
Ti I λ4129.660 and ScI λ4129.750 (Fig.4). Theirfij were cor-

4129.50 4129.60 4129.70 4129.80 4129.90
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fig. 4. Synthetic NLTE disk center intensity profiles of the EuII

λ4129 line for the isotopic ratios151Eu : 153Eu = 55 : 45 (contin-
uous line) and 48.2 : 51.8 (dashed line) compared with the observed
spectrum of the solar disk center intensity atlas (Brault & Testerman
1972, bold dots). The pure EuII line corresponding to Eu isotope ratio
of 55 : 45 is shown by dotted line. See text for discussion of the fitting
parameters

rected to improve the fit to the solarλ4129.7 intensityprofile.
However, we note that this procedure does not affect the final
conclusions concerning Eu isotopic ratio and solar Eu abun-
dance. The red line wing of the subordinate line EuII λ6645.1
is blended by the SiI λ6645.20 Å line (Fig.5). Atomic data of
the SiI line have been taken from the Vienna Atomic Line Data
Base (Kupka et al. 1999).

Both EuII lines are nearly insensitive to variations of the
microturbulence value. The subordinate line lies on the linear
part of the curve of growth and the resonance line consists of
11 components with wavelength separation comparable with
a Doppler half-width andeach component is too weak to be
sensitive to microturbulence.Vmic = 0.9 km s−1was adopted
in calculating both intensity and flux line profiles.

As discussed in Sect. 3.3 the profile of the EuII λ4129 is
strongly asymmetric due to HFS and isotopic shifts. We note
that the blue line wing is formed by the151Eu components,
but the line core contains mainly the components of the sec-
ond isotope (Table 3). The idea of improving Eu isotopic ratio
was conceived after unsuccessful attempts to fit the solar EuII

λ4129 line with the terrestial ratio151Eu : 153Eu = 47.8 : 52.2
given by Cameron (1982). Intensity line profiles keep more de-
tails of the intrinsic profile since they are less affected by exter-
nal broadening factors. That is why solar disk center intensity
observations (Brault & Testerman 1972) were used to estimate
the151Eu : 153Eu ratio.

NLTE intensity profiles of the EuII λ4129 line have been
calculated for 4 isotope mixtures, where151Eu : 153Eu = 47.8
: 52.2, 50 : 50, 52 : 48 and 55 : 45, respectively. In Fig.4 we
present the best fit corresponding to the ratio 55 : 45 in compar-
ison with the theoretical profile calculated at the terrestial iso-
tope mixture. The subordinate lineλ6645 profile is nearly in-
sensitive to varying the Eu isotopic ratio because its blue wing
and core are formed by the components of both isotopes. Us-
ing 151Eu : 153Eu = 55 : 45 we can get a good fit of the solar
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Fig. 5. Synthetic NLTE flux profiles of the EuII lines compared with
the observed spectrum of the Kurucz (1984) solar flux atlas (bold
dots). In the top panelλ4129.7 Å line profiles are presented for 2
isotopic ratios,151Eu : 153Eu = 55 : 45 (continuous line) and 48.2 :
51.8 (dotted line). In the bottom panel the EuII λ6645.1 Å line profile
(continuous line) is shown for151Eu : 153Eu = 55 : 45. See text for
discussion of the fitting parameters

EuII λ4129 flux profile, too (Fig.5), and the same Eu abun-
dancelog εEu = 0.53 is derived from both intensity and flux
profiles of this line.

An attempt to improve the solar Eu isotopic ratio was made
by Hauge (1972). From fitting 6 solar EuII line profiles he ob-
tained ratios151Eu : 153Eu ranging from 33 : 67 to 64 : 36,
and thus deduced an average value of 52 : 48. Strong blending
effects for most of the EuII lines used in his study were the
reason for the large scatter of his results.

A solar Eu abundancelog εEu = 0.53 is obtained from
both EuII lines (Fig.5). Our results are based on the laboratory
oscillator strengths of Komarovskii (1991),log gf = 0.174
for λ4129 and log gf = 0.204 for λ6645 and NLTE analy-
ses. With the LTE assumption we findlog εEu = 0.49 and0.50
for the first and second line, respectively. NLTE effects weaken
the resonance line independent of the adopted efficiency of hy-
drogen collisions in the EuII statistical equilibrium, and the
NLTE abundance correction is positive. Butλ6645 arising from
the metastable level is very sensitive to varying collision rates.
Thus, it is strengthened compared with the LTE case if hy-
drogen collisions are neglected, and it is weakened if they are
taken into account. We have found that hydrogen collision rates

computed with the formula of Steenbock & Holweger (1984)
should be multiplied by the factorkH= 1/3 to produce the best
fit to the solar EuII line profiles.

Grevesse et al. (1996) givelog εEu = 0.55 ± 0.02 for the
meteoritic Eu abundance andlog εEu = 0.51 for solar Eu abun-
dance. We remember (Sect. 3.1) that with the atomic data avail-
able we underestimate the EuII partition function and therefore
also underestimate the solar Eu abundance by about 0.02 - 0.03
dex. Thus, our result coincides within the error bars with the
meteoritic Eu abundance.

5. Results

Ba and Eu abundances are determined from line profile fitting
of the stellar spectra. Only slow rotators were included in our
sample, and therefore the instrumental profile acts as the dom-
inant contributor to the convolution profile. The rotational ve-
locity V sin i and macroturbulence valueVmac can not be sep-
arated at the spectral resolving power we have, and we treat
their total action as radial-tangential macroturbulence. With the
known instrumental profileVmac is deduced from the observed
line shape. The spectra observed atR = 60000 are well fitted
and for each star the values ofVmac from different BaII and
EuII lines coincide within 0.4 km s−1. Elemental abundances
are derived from these spectra with an uncertainty not larger
than 0.02 dex. AtR = 40000 the observed profiles are well fit-
ted for stars with [Fe/H]> −0.6, but at lower metallicities the
BaII λ5853, λ6496 and EuII λ4129 are badly fitted in a few
cases, and we estimate the uncertainty of their abundances by
0.05 - 0.10 dex. The less reliable results are marked by ”:” in
Table 1. As an example, we give in Fig. 6 and 7 both the BaII

and EuII line profiles for stars of different metallicity.

5.1. Barium abundances for the stars

Barium abundances have been determined for the 29 stars listed
in Table 1; for 23 of them abundances are obtained for all
three BaII lines. The weakest BaII line λ5853 disappears at
[Fe/H] < −1.9. In addition,λ6496 was not used in the analy-
ses of HD 19445 and BD34◦2476 because of its superposition
with telluric lines. For BD29◦366 only the blue spectral range
was observed. Consequently, for the three stars mentioned, Ba
abundances have been derived only from the BaII resonance
line λ4554.

HFS affecting the BaII lines was discussed in detail in Pa-
per I. Only for the resonance lineλ4554 this effect is important.
We follow Paper I and accept in this study the 3-component
model to describe HFS components of BaII λ4554. Their os-
cillator strengths (Table 3) correspond to a solar ratio of the
even-to-odd Ba isotopes, 82 : 18 (Cameron 1982). We show be-
low (Sect.5.3) that barium seen in the halo and thick disk stars
must have been mainly produced by the r-process. It means
we should use for these stars the pure r-process isotopic ratio.
However, an uncertainty of the r-process contribution to the im-
portant even isotope138Ba (134Ba and136Ba are synthesized
only by the s-process) is rather large. According to recent es-
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Fig. 6. Synthetic NLTE (continuous line) and LTE (dotted line) flux profiles of Ba II lines compared with the observed FOCES spectra (bold
dots) of HD 157214 ([Fe/H] = -0.34, up row) and HD 84937 ([Fe/H] = -2.07, low row).λ/∆λ = 60000. For HD 157214 the ratio [Ba/Fe] of
-0.24 is estimated fromλ5853 and of -0.20 fromλ6496. For HD 84937 the corresponding values of -0.01 and +0.01 are obtained fromλ4554
andλ6496.
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Fig. 7. Synthetic NLTE (continuous line) flux profiles of Eu II lines compared with the observed FOCES spectra (bold dots) of HD 184499
([Fe/H] = -0.51, left panel) and HD 45282 ([Fe/H] = -1.52, right panel).λ/∆λ = 40000. Continuum level is fixed by fitting observed spectra
in the spectral range from 4123Åto 4135Å.

timations of Arlandini et al. (1999) it is about 59%. During
the last twenty years the pure r-process ratio138Ba : (135Ba +
137Ba) varied from 28 : 72 (Cameron 1982) to 56 : 44 (Arlan-
dini et al. 1999). In Sect. 5.4 we will show that the change in
Ba abundance with varying even-to-odd isotopic ratio over the
acceptable range of values is below 0.05 dex for HD19445 and
BD 34◦2476 and 0.1 dex for BD29◦366.

NLTE effects for BaII in cool stars were described in de-
tail in Paper I. Here we just remember that the statistical equi-
librium of BaII is strongly affected by radiative processes in
b-b transitions because this is the dominant ionization stage.
As a consequence NLTE effects for BaII depend on the Ba
abundance which correlates with the general metallicity of the
model atmosphere. Thus, NLTE leads to a strengthening of the
BaII lines compared with the LTE case at [M/H]> −1.9 and
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Fig. 8. Comparison of barium abundances derived from the BaII

λ5853 and λ6496 lines. Symbols correspond to NLTE (filled cir-
cles) and LTE (open circles) abundance differences∆ log ε =
log ε(λ5853) − log ε(λ6496)

to the opposite effect at lower metallicities. NLTE effects are
small for the weakest lineλ5853 and at [M/H]> −1.9 for the
resonance lineλ4554. In terms of NLTE abundance corrections
∆NLTE = log εNLTE− log εLTE they do not exceed 0.1 dex by
absolute value. For the most metal-poor stars∆NLTE becomes
positive and reaches 0.22 dex forλ4554 in HD 84937 ([Fe/H]
= -2.07). Significant NLTE effects have been found for the sec-
ond subordinate lineλ6496. ∆NLTE is –0.2 dex on average in
the metallicity range−1 <[Fe/H]< 0.1; it is reduced by abso-
lute value to 0.10 - 0.15 dex at metallicities between –1.5 and
–1, and it becomes positive up to 0.15 dex at even lower [Fe/H].
If NLTE effects are neglected Ba abundances fromλ4554 and
λ6496 show a false decline from about [Ba/Fe] = 0.1 at normal
metallicity to−0.2 at [Fe/H] =−2.1.

In Fig. 8 we compare Ba abundances calculated from two
subordinate lines revealing rather different NLTE effects. To
reduce observational errors only the results based on the best
quality spectra (R = 60000) are presented. It can be seen
that there are no systematic discrepancies between NLTE abun-
dances derived fromλ5853 and λ6496, and the scatter of
the difference between them does not exceed± 0.05 dex.
This gives reason to believe that the uncertainty of our NLTE
line formation treatment leads to Ba abundance errors not
greater than 0.05 dex. Fig. 8 shows clearly that the LTE abun-
dances fromλ6496 are systematically overestimated relative to
log εLTE(λ5853).

Thus, for 26 stars we have obtained Ba abundances from
the subordinate lines. If both of them were available the aver-
age value was calculated. For the three stars mentioned, with
only the resonance line available, Ba abundances have been
obtained from this line at the assumption of a solar even-to-
odd Ba isotope ratio. It is evident from Fig. 9 that taking into
consideration the data for these three stars does not change the
conclusions. The final [Ba/Fe] are presented in Table 1. As the
reference solar abundanceslog εBa,� = 2.21 deduced from fit-
ting solar BaII line profiles (Sect. 4.1) andlog εFe,� = 7.51
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Fig. 9.The run of [Ba/Fe] with [Fe/H]. Symbols correspond to the thin
disk (open circles), the thick disk (filled circles) and the halo (asterics)
stars. Error bars are indicated

adopted by Fuhrmann (1998, 2000) in stellar metallicity deter-
minations are used.

Fig. 9 shows the plot of [Ba/Fe] versus metallicity, strongly
suggestive of membership in a particular population of the
Galaxy. We find that Ba is slightly underabundant by about 0.1
dex relative to iron in the thick disk stars. For the halo stars the
abundance ratios [Ba/Fe] are nearly solar. The scatter of data is
up to 0.2 dex.

The common conclusion of most recent researches of bar-
ium abundances (Gratton & Sneden 1994; Woolf et al. 1995;
Jehin et al. 1999; Chen et al. 2000) is that the barium abun-
dance follows iron at [Fe/H]> −2, independent of metallicity.
The largest samples of stars in a metallicity range similar to
ours were considered by Woolf et al. (1995) and Chen et al.
(2000). A rather large scatter of data up to 0.5 dex for stars of
similar metallicities is typical for the work of Woolf et al., and
this might have masked a slight Ba underabundance in mildly
metal-deficient stars found in our study. It is interesting that
Chen et al. (2000) find even an overabundance of Ba relative
to iron of about 0.1 dex in the metallicity range−0.8 < [Fe/H]
< −0.2. Their results are based on three BaII subordinate lines
λ5853, λ6141 andλ6496. We have shown above that NLTE ef-
fects for theλ6496 line are significant and lead to an overesti-
mate of Ba abundances up to 0.25 dex. We do not use the BaII

λ6141 line because of its blending with an FeI line, but our
NLTE calculations show that NLTE effects for this line are not
smaller than forλ6496. So, we expect that neglecting NLTE
effects for BaII lines has resulted in too high Ba abundances in
the work of Chen et al. (2000).

5.2. Europium abundances for the stars

Europium abundances have been calculated for 15 stars of our
sample. Only the spectra observed atR = 40000 were used
in the EuII λ4129 line analyses. The higher resolution spectra
will be reduced and investigated in future work. For the stars
with [Fe/H] ≤ −1.9 the EuII line can not be extracted from
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noise and only the upper limit of Eu abundance could be es-
timated for HD 19445, BD 66◦268 and BD34◦2476, [Eu/Fe]
≤ 0.5. In total, for 11 stars Eu abundances have been obtained
from the EuII resonance line. The subordinate lineλ6645 is
too weak, and it was analyzed only for one star, HD 187691,
which has the largest metallicity, [Fe/H] = 0.07. For this star
NLTE europium abundances fromλ4129 andλ6645 are found
to coincide within 0.01 dex. Theλ6645 line has also been de-
tected and analyzed for 4 mildly metal-poor stars with spectra
observed atR = 60000 in January 1999 (HD 30649, HD 69611
and HD 102158) and in May 1997 (HD 157214). Those observ-
ing runs are distinguished by good atmospheric conditions and
a narrow instrumental profile. The EuII λ6645 line is blended
by the SiI line and we have supposed that silicon abundance in
these stars follows magnesium abundance.

As discussed in Sect.3 NLTE effects weaken both EuII

lines compared with the LTE case and NLTE abundance cor-
rections are positive. For the stars of our sample∆NLTE ranges
from 0.04 dex up to 0.08 dex for the resonance line and from
0.04 dex up to 0.06 dex for the subordinate line.

NLTE europium abundances relative to iron are presented
in Table 1 and in Fig. 10 (top panel). As the reference solar Eu
abundancelog εEu,� = 0.53 deduced from fitting solar EuII
line profiles (Sect. 4.2) is adopted. It can be seen that the halo
and thick disk stars reveal a strong Eu overabundance relative
to iron. In thick disk stars the [Eu/Fe] ratios range from 0.30
to 0.44 and there is a hint of slight decline of this ratio with
metallicity increasing. The higher values of [Eu/Fe] = 0.61 and
0.62 have been obtained for two halo stars.

An overabundance of europium relative to iron in metal-
poor stars was found in earlier work (Woolf et al. 1995, and ref-
erences therein). Most Eu abundances previously available for
stars in the metallicity range covered in this study are from the
work of Woolf et al. (1995) and Jehin et al. (1999), in which the
data are reported for 81 field F and G disk dwarfs with [Fe/H]
≥ −0.9 and for 21 mildly metal-poor (−1.2 ≥ [Fe/H]≤ −0.6)
unevolved stars, respectively. In the first work a steady increase
in the abundance ratio [Eu/Fe] from−0.1 to 0.4 is obtained
with decreasing metallicity. However, Woolf et al. (1995) note
that the [Eu/Fe] ratio depends on the Galactocentric radiusRm.
If we look at Fig. 8 (top panel) of their paper where only the
stars from the inner Galaxy (Rm ≤ 7) kpc are given we find
a nearly constant value of [Eu/Fe]' 0.23 in the metallicity
range [Fe/H]≤ −0.4 and a discontinuity for [Eu/Fe] at [Fe/H]
' −0.4. This looks like the behaviour of [Eu/Fe] obtained in
this study except for that we have found the larger values of
[Eu/Fe] at metallicities below−0.4. From twelve Woolf et al.
(1995) stars withRm ≤ 7 and [Eu/Fe]> 0.1 seven stars turn
out to be thick disk stars according to Fuhrmann (1998, 2000).
Thus the question is whether Fig. 8 from Woolf et al. (1995)
reflects a difference between the inner and outer Galaxy or a
difference between the thick and thin disk stellar populations
of the Galaxy. Jehin et al. (1999) give even weaker europium
overabundances relative to iron ranging mainly between 0 and
0.2. For the halo stars the results of different authors diverge
significantly. Gratton & Sneden (1994) have found small ratios
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Fig. 10.Variation of [Eu/Fe] (top panel) and [Eu/Mg] (bottom panel)
with [Fe/H]. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 9

[Eu/Fe] of about 0.1 - 0.2, but Magain (1989) gives much larger
values up to 0.7 in the same range of metallicities.

Thus, we have obtained enhanced europium-to-iron abun-
dances in the halo and thick disk stars. The behaviour of the
[Eu/Fe] ratios versus metallicity is very similar to overabun-
dances found for theα-process elements, oxygen, magnesium
and others (see McWilliam 1997, for a review). This should
be expected because both theα- and r-process elements are
commonly believed to be produced in SN II events. In Fig.
10 (bottom panel) we give the ratios of europium abundances
estimated in present study to magnesium abundances in the
same stars evaluated by Fuhrmann (1998, 2000). The europium
abundances follow the magnesium abundances in the thick and
thin disk stars and it was expected. For the two halo stars a
weak Eu-to-Mg overabundance of about 0.2 dex is found and
the larger number of halo stars should be investigated to make
clear whether that overabundance is real.

5.3. Abundance ratios [Eu/Ba]

The abundance ratios [Eu/Ba] are shown in Fig. 11 versus
metallicity indicating a membership to the particular popula-
tion of the Galaxy. The new results found in this study are
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1. europium is overabundant relative to barium in the halo and
thick disk stars; thick disk stars form a plateau with [Eu/Ba]
= 0.49± 0.03, and higher values of [Eu/Ba] = 0.61 and 0.66
have been obtained for two halo stars;

2. there is an abrupt change in [Eu/Ba] ratio as one goes from
the thick to thin disk stars.

The europium-to-barium abundance ratio provides a use-
ful diagnostic of the neutron capture processes that formed the
heavy elements. This ratio for a pure r-processlog (Eu/Ba)r
equals -0.98 according to the most recent data of Arlandini et
al. (1999) that translates to [Eu/Ba]r = 0.70 provided that the
ratio between solar Eu and Ba abundances evaluated in this
study log (Eu/Ba)� = 0.53 - 2.21 = -1.68 is adopted. A line
indicating [Eu/Ba]r = 0.70 for a pure r-process is included in
Fig. 11. The observed [Eu/Ba] ratios for two halo stars, close
to 0.70 and the high mean value [Eu/Ba] = 0.49 found for the
thick disk stars favour a dominance of the r-process in heavy el-
ement production at times of the halo and thick disk formation.
The lower abundance ratios in the thick disk stars, compared
with 0.70 values of [Eu/Ba], permit up to 30 % of barium to
have been produced by the s-process.

We have only two halo stars and this limits us to draw re-
liable conclusions concerning a halo. Nevertheless, our results
for two moderately metal-deficient halo stars ([Fe/H] = -1.12
and -1.50) turn out to agree well with the data of McWilliam
(1998) who has obtained [Eu/Ba] ratios between 0.5 and 0.85
with the mean value of [Eu/Ba] = 0.69 for the sample of ex-
tremely metal-poor stars with [Fe/H]≤ −2.4. We infer from
this that the halo stellar population reveals the almost pure r-
process heavy element composition independent of metallicity.
From the insignificant contribution of the s-process to Ba pro-
duction we conclude that the halo stellar population has formed
quickly during an interval smaller than an evolution time of
a 4 M� star, which is thought to be the upper mass limit of
AGB stars’ progenitors, responsible for Ba synthesis in the s-
process (Travaglio et al. 1999). According to Massevich & Tu-
tukov (1988) an evolution time of such stars is about 160 mil-
lion years.

Our data show for the first time a high overabundance of
Eu relative to Ba in thethick diskstars which means that the
epoch of this stellar population formation was rather short be-
cause s-process element production, even if it was switched on,
could not enrich interstellar matter with significant amounts of
Ba. This observational finding constitutes a constraint to the
duration of that epoch.

No significant overabundance of Eu relative to Ba is found
in the three thin disk stars with Eu abundances available, and
an exciting feature is the step-like decrease of the [Eu/Ba] ra-
tio at the thick-to-thin disk transition. This result suggests there
was a phase before the onset of the thin disk stellar population
formation during which r-process element and iron production
stopped but s-process nuclei of Ba were synthesized in evolved
low mass stars. Thus, that phase was characterized by nearly
ceased star formation and its duration is constrained by the time
needed to increase the Ba abundance in the interstellar gas up
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Fig. 11.Variation of [Eu/Bu] with [Fe/H]. Symbols are the same as in
Fig. 9

to the values observed in the thin disk stars. We note such a
hiatus in star formation was suggested by Fuhrmann (1998) on
the base of magnesium and iron abundance analyses. The age-
metallicity relation deduced by Ng & Bertelli (1998) is also
indicative of a star formation gap on their stellar age scale be-
tween 10 - 12 Gyr.

Although no previous study of Eu and Ba abundances
found such a step-like change of the [Eu/Ba] ratio we have in-
spected the data by Woolf et al. (1995) and find that they are
suggestive of such a behaviour. Fig. 11 from their paper gives
the [Eu/Ba] ratios versus [Fe/H] for different ranges of Galac-
tocentric radius. It can be seen that the metal-poor stars ([Fe/H]
≤ −0.3) form a plateau with [Eu/Ba] = 0.4 if they are inside
7 kpc and with a [Eu/Ba] value smaller by about 0.2 dex if
they are outside 7 kpc. A graduate decrease in the [Eu/Ba] ra-
tio to−0.1 is seen at higher metallicities. From the perspective
that two different stellar populations are involved in Fig. 11
of Woolf et al. (1995) (see Sect. 5.2) the behaviour of their
[Eu/Ba] ratios is similar to that found in this study. However,
their elemental abundances are based on the LTE assumption
resulting in a lower value of [Eu/Ba] = 0.4 for the thick disk
stars compared with our value of [Eu/Ba] = 0.49.

5.4. The r/s-process controversy from theBaII λ4554 line

In Paper I we suggested a direct method of determining the
odd-to-even isotopic ratio from the BaII resonance line pro-
vided that the Ba total abundance is determined from the sub-
ordinate BaII lines. The resonance line of the odd isotopes has
several HFS components and this leads to an additional broad-
ening of the line. HFS components ofeach odd isotope are dis-
posed by two groups shifted relative to the resonance line of
even isotopes by 18 m̊A and −34 mÅ, respectively. So, the
3-component simplification suggested by Rutten (1978) is suf-
ficiently precise and the relative strengths of these components
depend on the odd-to-even isotopic ratio. The larger the frac-
tion of odd isotopes is, the broader is the spectral line and the
greater is the total energy absorbed in the resonance line.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of barium abundances derived from the BaII

λ4554 and subordinate lines. Symbols correspond to∆ log εs =
log ε4554(solar) – log ε(subord) (filled circles) and∆log εr =
log ε4554(r) − log ε(subord) (crosses). Dashed lines limit the range
of possible abundance errors

In Paper I we have shown for the metal-poor stars in the
metallicity range−2.20 ≥ [Fe/H] ≤ −0.83 that, at Ba abun-
dances derived from the BaII subordinate lines free of HFS
splitting, the even-to-odd isotopic ratios estimated from the res-
onance line are close to solar ratio 82 : 18 (Cameron 1982).
Based on the pure r-process even-to-odd isotopic ratio 28 : 72
from Cameron (1982) and on the observed small fraction of the
odd isotopes we inferred that there are no observational argu-
ments for the hypothesis that the r-process dominated Ba pro-
duction at early phases of the Galactic evolution. But the op-
posite conclusion is drawn in this study from analyses of the
[Eu/Ba] ratios. Here we try to make this point clear.

We have derived barium abundances from theλ4554 line
in the halo and thick disk stars for two even-to-odd Ba iso-
tope mixtures, for a solar ratio 82 : 18 and for a ratio 54 :
46 corresponding to a pure r-process Ba productionaccording
to the most recent data of Arlandini et al. (1999). We name
these abundanceslog ε4554(solar) andlog ε4554(r). If at times
of the halo and thick disk formation barium was mainly syn-
thesized by the r-processlog ε4554(r) should coincide within
error bars with the barium abundance from the subordinate
lines, log ε(subord), andlog ε4554(solar) would be overesti-
mated. In Fig. 12 we compare the differences∆ log εs =
log ε4554(solar)− log ε(subord) and∆ log εr = log ε4554(r)
− log ε(subord). It can be seen thatlog ε4554(solar) is on av-
erage higher thanlog ε(subord) in the halo and thick disk stars.
But this is true for the thin disk stars, too, though no significant
deviation of the Ba isotope mixture from the solar one is ex-
pected for these stars. In addition, we note that the hotter nor-
mal metallicity stars are, the larger is the difference∆ log εs.
For 3 thin disk stars withTeff ≥ 6000K ∆ log εs ≥ 0.1. In
Paper I we discussed divergences between Ba abundances ob-
tained from the resonance and subordinate lines for the Sun
and Procyon. The resonance line core of these stars is formed
in the uppermost atmospheric layers nearlog τ5000 = −4.5,

and it is most probably influenced by a non-thermal and depth-
dependent chromospheric velocity field. Similar effects are ex-
pected for other stars with metallicities close to solar. With
decreasing metallicity resonance line formation is shifted to-
wards deeper layers and the chromospheric influence is re-
duced. However, it can still be important for mildly metal-
deficient stars with [Fe/H] as low as−0.5. The large value
of ∆ log εs = 0.16 for the metal-poor star HD 45282 ([Fe/H]
= −1.5) may also reflect chromospheric influence because it
is the most luminous star of our sample with the most ex-
tended atmosphere, and theλ4554 line core is formed near
log τ5000 = −3.6.

It can be seen from Fig. 12 that nearly for all our halo
and thick disk stars the Ba abundance derived from theλ4554
line assuming pure r-process barium production is closer to
the abundance from the subordinate lines, and that∆ log εr is
within error bars. The exception is two stars, HD 194598 and
HD 201891, with an uncertainty oflog ε(subord) greater than
± 0.05 dex (see Table 1), and the halo star HD 84937 where
log ε(subord) was obtained from the only week lineλ6496 and
the abundance error is expected also greater than± 0.05 dex.

We emphasize that the possibility to differentiate between
Ba abundances obtained from theλ4554 line at the solar and
pure r-process Ba isotope mixture is reduced as one changes
from Cameron (1982) to Arlandini et al. (1999) data. For ex-
ample, we showed in Paper I that the pure r-processλ4554 line
is deeper than the observed one in BD 66◦268 and that, in or-
der to agree with observations, the Ba abundance would have
to be reduced by 0.2 dex. If that analysis would be performed
with the data of Arlandini et al. (1999) the Ba abundance would
have to be reduced by a smaller value of 0.13 dex which is,
in fact, within the error bars because for this metal-poor star
([Fe/H] = −2.20) only the weak subordinate lineλ6496 is
observed, andlog ε(subord) is derived with an uncertainty of
about 0.1 dex. In this paper we have revised our Ba abundances
on the base of the advanced NLTE method for BaII . As a re-
sult, the difference betweenlog ε4554(r) and log ε(subord) in
BD 66◦268 has reduced to 0.06 dex, but∆ log εs has increased
to 0.08 dex. Though the new results tend to reveal a signifi-
cant contribution of the r-process to Ba production, the differ-
encelog ε4554(solar)− log ε4554(r) is not large enough to infer
with confidence whether r- or s-process played a dominant role
at the epoch of this star’s formation. Even smaller values of
log ε4554(solar)− log ε4554(r) = 0.06 - 0.09 are found for other
halo stars, HD 103095, HD 84937.

Thus, with more confidence for thick disk than for halo
stars our analyses of HFS affecting the BaII resonance line us-
ing the new data of Arlandini et al. (1999) give arguments in
favour of a higher fraction of the odd Ba isotopes compared
with the solar one and, therefore, a dominance of r-process nu-
cleosynthesis of heavy elements. However, a change in broad-
ening theλ4554 line between two extreme cases (a pure r-
process and solar r/s-process mixture) is relatively small for
stars with metallicities smaller than−1 and this reduces the use
of our method based on the analysis of HFS affecting this line
to estimate the r/s-process ratio in heavy element production.
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6. Conclusions

Elemental abundance ratios [Ba/Fe] have been estimated for
29 stars in the range of metallicity−2.20 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 0.07
and the [Eu/Fe] and [Eu/Ba] ratios for 15 stars with [Fe/H] be-
tween−1.50 and0.07. An important advantage of our study
is provided by taking into account a membership of individual
stars to particular stellar populations of the Galaxy. Such an ap-
proach was first suggested by Fuhrmann (1998) in his study of
magnesium to iron abundance ratios, and it has been extended
recently by Fuhrmann (2000) on the basis of a considerably
enlarged sample.

We sum up the above results.

1. Europium is overabundant relative to iron in the halo and
thick disk stars: 10 thick disk stars show [Eu/Fe] ratios be-
tween 0.30 and 0.44, and a slight decline of this ratio with
metallicity can be seen; for two halo stars [Eu/Fe] = 0.62.

2. Barium abundances follow iron in the halo and thin disk
stars though a scatter up to 0.2 dex occurs. In the thick disk
stars barium is slightly underabundant by about 0.1 dex.

3. Europium is overabundant relative to barium in the halo
and thick disk stars with the mean values [Eu/Ba] = 0.64
and 0.49, respectively.

4. There is an abrupt decrease in the [Eu/Ba] ratio at the tran-
sition from thick to thin disk stars.

These data give useful information for chemical evolution
and for the evolution of stellar populations of the Galaxy.

From observed [Eu/Ba] ratios close to the pure r-process
value of [Eu/Ba]r = 0.70 (Arlandini et al. 1999) and analyses
of HFS affecting the BaII resonance line it follows thatheavy
elements in the halo and thick disk stars were produced mainly
in an r-process environment. Truran (1981) was one of the first
who suggested that the r-process dominated the production of
heavy elements in very metal-poor stars. Some abundance stud-
ies of halo stars gave arguments for this hypothesis. Sneden
& Parthasarathy (1983), Gilroy et al. (1988) and Sneden et al.
(1996) found the heavy element abundance patterns consistent
with nucleosynthesis dominated by the r-process. McWilliam
(1998) has obtained [Eu/Ba] ratios close to pure r-process for a
sample of extremely metal-deficient stars with [Fe/H]≤ −2.4.
Our analysis shows clearly that this is not a matter of a star’s
metallicity, but the age of a star or the membership in Galac-
tic stellar populations is important. Insignificant s-process con-
tributions to barium observed in the thick disk stars constrain
the duration of formation of this stellar population by the time
comparable with the evolution time of intermediate mass AGB
progenitors. Thus, the thick disk must have formed quickly
from the point of view of the Galaxy time scale andthe thick
disk stars are old stars formed at the epoch when the interstel-
lar gas was mainly enriched by SNII events. We find support to
this statement in Fig.11 of Fuhrmann (1998) where stellar ages
are indicated. It can be seen from that figure that the most of
thick disk stars may be as old as∼ 12 - 14 Gyr. The two halo
stars with the calculated ratios [Eu/Ba] do not allow us to study

with a confidence a history of the halo. Extended Eu abundance
determinations will be presented in a separate study.

Abrupt changes in [Eu/Ba] ratio at the thick-to-thin disk
transition indicate clearlyan intermediate phase characterized
by ceased star formation. Europium and barium enrichment
from SNII events had come to an end but barium started to be
produced by the s-process in evolved low mass stars. The dura-
tion of this phase is defined by the time needed to increase the
Ba abundance in the interstellar gas up to the values observed
in thin disk stars. The onset of the Galactic thin disk formation
is referred to by some authors (Fuhrmann 1998, 2000; Edvards-
son et al. 1993; Ng & Bertelli 1998) to the epoch 9-10 Gyr ago.
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